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Abstract
We study operations on fuzzy languages such as union, concatenation, Kleene ?, intersection
with regular fuzzy languages, and several kinds of (iterated) fuzzy substitution. Then we consider
families of fuzzy languages, closed under a /xed collection of these operations, which results in
the concept of full abstract family of fuzzy languages or full AFFL. This algebraic structure is
the fuzzy counterpart of the notion of full abstract family of languages that has been encountered
frequently in investigating families of crisp (i.e., non-fuzzy) languages. Some simpler and more
complicated algebraic structures (such as full substitution-closed AFFL, full super-AFFL, full
hyper-AFFL) will be considered as well.
In the second part of the paper we focus our attention to full AFFLs closed under iterated par-
allel fuzzy substitution, where the iterating process is prescribed by given crisp control languages.
Proceeding inductively over the family of these control languages, yields an in/nite sequence
of full AFFL-structures with increasingly stronger closure properties. c© 2002 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Fuzzy languages; Closure properties; Full abstract family of fuzzy languages
(full AFFL); Controlled iterated fuzzy substitution; In/nite hierarchy
1. Introduction
When a new family K of formal languages has been introduced, it will be investi-
gated with respect to many properties. Apart from some features that are very speci/c
to K , one usually considers: decidability problems for K , the interrelationship (equal-
ity, inclusion, incomparability) of K with other well-known languages families, and the
algebraic or closure properties of K . Restricting ourselves to the latter category of prop-
erties, we can observe that in the early days of formal language theory (non)closure
under each known operation had to be investigated separately. But after a few years
researchers realised that some operations are more fundamental than other ones, and
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that some other operations can be expressed in these fundamental ones: they are “poly-
nomials” over these fundamental operations.
A milestone in this more algebraic approach to families of formal languages has been
the introduction in [15] of the notion of full abstract family of languages (full AFL),
being a nontrivial family of languages closed under the following operations: union,
concatenation, Kleene ?, homomorphism, inverse homomorphism, and intersection with
regular languages; cf. [14] for a monograph on this approach. Similar as in ordinary
algebra — where one went from groups to semigroups, rings, and /elds — full AFLs
gave rise to weaker structures (full trios, full semi-AFLs [14]) and to more powerful
ones: full substitution-closed AFLs [16], full super-AFLs [18] and full hyper-AFLs [1].
The aim of the present paper is to investigate to what extent such an approach is
fruitful in case we study fuzzy languages rather than ordinary or crisp languages. A
fuzzy language is a generalization of a crisp language in the sense that the character-
istic function has been replaced by a more general function, the so-called membership
function. To be more precise, consider a formal language L over an alphabet : L is
completely determined by its characteristic function L :?→{0; 1} de/ned by
L(x) =
{
1 if x ∈ L0;
0 if x =∈ L0:
A fuzzy language L over  is determined by its membership function 
L :?→L,
where L is a lattice-ordered structure, which is allowed to be somewhat more complex
than the simple two-element set {0; 1}. So a fuzzy language allows for elements that are
not completely in or out the language L, i.e., for elements x in ? with 0¡
L(x)¡1.
Originally, such a fuzzy language L over  has been de/ned in [22] as a fuzzy subset
of ? with L= [0; 1]. Subsequently, the real closed interval [0; 1] has been replaced
by a more general algebraic structure, e.g., a (completely distributive) complete lattice;
cf. [13].
Recently, the interest in fuzzy context-free grammars and their languages revived
in an attempt to model grammatical errors and their roˆle in robust parsing [3, 4, 8, 9].
Namely, grammatical errors can be modeled by extending a context-free grammar with
additional rules that give rise to terminal strings x with 0¡
L(x)¡1. In other words,

L(x) expresses the degree of perfection of x with respect to a given, extended grammar
G [8]. Consequently, the language L(G) may contain “tiny mistakes” (erroneous strings
x with 
L(x) close to, but unequal to 1) as well as “capital blunders” (strings x with

L(x) close to, but unequal to 0). For such an extended grammar it is possible to
design corresponding recognition and parsing algorithms that, apart from their usual
job, compute 
L(x) from their input x as well [9].
However, in order to treat the accumulation of grammatical errors adequately (“Mak-
ing an error twice is worse than making it once.” “A long sequence of tiny mistakes
results in something that looks like a capital blunder.”), L ought to be augmented
with an additional operation; so L became a commutative semigroup provided with a
completely distributive complete lattice order [5, 6, 8]; cf. [17, 21].
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In the sequel we restrict ourselves to algebraic or closure properties of fami-
lies of fuzzy languages. So after some preliminaries on fuzzy sets and on the codomain
L of membership functions (Section 2), we de/ne in Section 3 fuzzy lang-
uages and some operations on fuzzy languages. Section 4 is devoted to some
families of fuzzy languages such as the family FINf of /nite fuzzy languages and
the family REGf of regular fuzzy languages. Particularly, this latter family receives
a considerable amount of attention in Section 4 because of its predominant part
in the study of (families of) fuzzy languages [30, 31]; cf. the position of the
family REG of (ordinary) regular languages in the theory of crisp formal
languages.
In passing we mention that REGf is not our starting point, as REG is in the theory
of full AFLs [14]. Instead we start with the family FINf of /nite fuzzy languages
and we generalize it to an algebraic structure called fuzzy prequasoid (Section 5).
The reason for taking FINf rather than REGf as initial point is the following. Most
operations in Sections 6 and 7 are derived from grammatical devices such as ETOL-
systems, context-free grammars, and non-self-embedding context-free grammars. Hence,
it is more natural to consider, for instance, fuzzy context-free grammars (formulated
in terms of FINf) as starting point rather than fuzzy grammars in Backus normal form
(which are in essence based on REGf). In this context it is also useful to mention that
as soon as a fuzzy prequasoid contains an in/nite fuzzy language, it includes REGf
(Lemma 5.2).
Then we consider fuzzy prequasoids closed under regular fuzzy substitution and
under substitution into REGf. This yields a structure that is equivalent to the fuzzy
analogue of full AFL: the full abstract family of fuzzy languages of full AFFL (Sec-
tion 5), i.e., a non-trivial family of fuzzy languages closed under union, concatenation,
Kleene ?, fuzzy homomorphisms, inverse fuzzy homomorphisms, and intersection with
regular fuzzy languages.
In Section 6 we give an overview of algebraic structures that are stronger than full
AFFLs: full substitution-closed AFFLs [6], full super-AFFLs (full AFFLs closed under
nested iterated fuzzy substitution) [8] and full hyper-AFFLs (full AFFLs closed under
iterated fuzzy substitution) [5]. The reason that we recall these results in Section 6 is
twofold. First, these results heavily rely on Sections 3–5 of the present paper or, phrased
otherwise, they are applications of the approach in Sections 3–5. (In this respect the
present paper and [5, 6, 8] are companions.) Secondly, in Section 7 we derive results
very similar to those in Section 6 and we want to make this correspondence as clear
as possible.
Finally, we de/ne in Section 7 an in/nite sequence of algebraic structures, each
of which is “stronger” than its predecessor in this sequence, while all elements in
the sequence are full hyper-AFFLs. This sequence is obtained by (i) controlling the
iteration of fuzzy substitutions by crisp control languages that prescribe the order of
applying the fuzzy substitutions, and (ii) proceeding inductively over the families of
crisp control languages. The last section (Section 8) consists of a few concluding
remarks.
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2. Preliminaries
We assume familiarity with basic de/nitions and results from formal language theory;
cf. [19, 20, 26, 29] for basic texts and [14] for operations on languages. We also use the
rudiments of lattice theory which can be found in many books on algebra; a summary
of the relevant concepts is also included in [2].
A fuzzy set S, or rather a fuzzy subset S of some universal set U , is given by
a function 
S :U→L; the function 
S is called the membership function of S. The
codomain L of such a membership function is a complete lattice (L;∧;∨; 0; 1), some-
times provided with additional restrictions; cf. De/nition 2.1 below. However, in many
papers dealing with fuzzy sets, L is restricted to the special case of the real closed
interval [0; 1]. To reduce the number of subscript levels, we often write 
(x; S) rather
than 
S(x) in the sequel.
Note that in dealing with fuzzy sets, the membership function 
S :U→L is the
principal entity, whereas S — in the sense of the support of 
S , i.e., that part of
U where 
S does not vanish — is actually a derived concept. In the literature S
frequently denotes the fuzzy set S as well as the support of 
S . We will avoid this
ambiguity by using a special notation for the latter case. So for each fuzzy set S,
its support s(S), or rather the support of 
S , is de/ned by s(S)= {x∈U | 
(x; S)¿0}
where 0=
∧
L. Another, important derived notion is the crisp part c(S) of S, de/ned
by c(S)= {x∈U | 
(x; S)= 1} where 1= ∨L. An ordinary, non-fuzzy set coincides
with its crisp part, i.e., for such a set S, we have s(S)= c(S). Sets satisfying this
condition are also called crisp sets; their membership function may be viewed as their
characteristic function. Notice that for each fuzzy set S, both s(S) and c(S) are crisp
sets.
The union S ∪T and the intersection S ∩T of fuzzy sets S and T are de/ned as
usual, i.e., 
(x; S ∪T )= 
(x; S)∨ 
(x;T ), and 
(x; S ∩T )= 
(x; S)∧ 
(x;T ), for all x
in U . The support of the union equals the union of the supports: s(S ∪T )= s(S)∪ s(T ).
Although we have s(S ∩T )⊆ s(S)∩ s(T ), equality does not hold in general; cf. Exam-
ple 3.3. Similarly, for crisp parts we have c(S ∩T )= c(S)∩ c(T ) and c(S ∪T )⊇ c(S)∪
c(T ). In the latter case equality does not hold in general (Example 3.3). However, if L
is linearly ordered, then we have s(S ∩T )= s(S)∩ s(T ), and c(S ∪T )= c(S)∪ c(T ).
Equality of fuzzy sets can be de/ned in several ways. Henceforth, we use full equal-
ity: two fuzzy sets S and T (both being fuzzy subsets of U ) are fully equal, denoted
by S ◦=T , if 
S = 
T , i.e., if for all x∈U , 
(x; S)= 
(x;T ). Of course, full equality
(S ◦=T ) implies equality of supports (s(S)= s(T )) and of crisp parts (c(S)= c(T )),
but not vice versa.
Apart from equality, there is also inclusion of fuzzy sets. We will consider two
diMerent notions of inclusion for fuzzy sets, called soft and sharp inclusion.
So let S and T be fuzzy subsets of some universal set U . The usual inclusion relation,
which we will call the soft inclusion of S in T , denoted by S ⊆T , is de/ned by
S ⊆ T ⇔ ∀x ∈ U : 
(x; S)6 
(x;T ):
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De/ning the power set F(T ) of T by F(T )= {S | S ⊆T} implies 2#T6#F(T )6(#L)#T .
Here #X is the cardinality of the fuzzy set X , i.e., the cardinality of the support s(X )
of X .
On the other hand, we de/ne the sharp inclusion of S in T , written as S T , by
S  T ⇔ ∀x ∈ U : 
(x; S) ¿ 0⇒ 
(x; S) = 
(x;T ):
When we de/ne the corresponding concept of power set P(T ) of T by P(T )= {S |
ST}, we obtain #P(T )= 2#T . Consequently, the power set P(T ) of a /nite fuzzy
set T is a crisp, /nite collection of /nite fuzzy sets.
Clearly, the soft inclusions S ⊆T and T ⊆ S imply S ◦=T , as the sharp inclusions
S T and T  S do. And, of course, S T implies S ⊆T .
In this paper we study a special type of fuzzy sets, viz. fuzzy languages; so S is a
language L over some alphabet  and U equals the set ? consisting of all strings over
. Set-theoretical operations, like union and intersection, will be used in this context;
see Section 3.
The remaining part of this section is devoted to the structure of L. Instead of the
closed real interval [0; 1] as in [22], we take a more general structure as codomain of
membership functions for fuzzy languages [5, 6, 8, 9]. This structure has been inspired
by similar ones in [17, 30, 31, 21].
Denition 2.1. An algebraic structure L or (L;∧;∨; 0; 1; ?) is a type-00 lattice if
• (L;∧;∨; 0; 1) is a completely distributive complete lattice. So a∧∨i bi =∨
i (a∧ bi) and (
∨
ai)∧ b=
∨
i (ai ∧ b) hold for all ai, a, bi and b in L. And 0
and 1 are the smallest and the greatest element of L, respectively: 0=
∧
L and
1=
∨
L.
• (L; ?) is a commutative semigroup.
• The following identities hold for all a and b in L:
a?
∨
i
bi =
∨
i
(a?bi);
(∨
i
ai
)
?b =
∨
i
(ai?b);
0 ∧ a = 0?a = a?0 = 0;
1 ∧ a = 1?a = a?1 = a:
A type-00 lattice in which the operation ? coincides with ∧ is called a type-01
lattice: so it is a completely distributive complete lattice. A type-10 lattice is a type-
00 lattice in which (L;∧;∨; 0; 1) is a totally ordered set or chain, i.e., for all a and
b in L, we have a∧ b= a or a∧ b= b. In a type-10 lattice the operations ∨ and ∧
are usually denoted by max and min, respectively. Finally, when L is both a type-01
lattice and a type-10 lattice, L is called a type-11 lattice.
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Lemma 2.2 (Asveld [5, 6]). In each type-00 lattice L; we have for all a; b∈L;
a ? b6a∧ b.
Proof. By the distributivity of ? over ∨, a ? (1∨ b)= a ? 1∨ a ? b holds. As 1∨ b=1
and a ? 1= a, this yields a= a∨ a ? b; so a ? b6a. Similarly, a ? b6b, and hence
a ? b6a∧ b.
Corollary 2.3. Let L be a type-00 lattice. If a ? b=1; then a= b=1.
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, we have 1= a ? b6a∧ b6a6∨L=1, and similarly for b.
Example 2.4. Let [0; 1] be the closed interval of real numbers in between 0 and 1.
(1) Then ([0; 1]× [0; 1];∧;∨; (0; 0); (1; 1); ?), with (x1; y1)∧ (x2; y2)= (min{x1; x2};
min{y1; y2}), (x1; y1)∨ (x2; y2)= (max{x1; x2};max{y1; y2}) and (x1; y1)? (x2; y2)
= (x1x2; y1y2) for all x1; x2; y1 and y2 in [0; 1], is a type-00 lattice.
(2) Let L be ({0; ; ; 1};∧;∨; 0; 1;∧) with 0¡¡1, 0¡¡1, and  and  are in-
comparable. Then L is a type-01 lattice (and it is the 4-element distributive lattice
that is not a chain).
(3) ([0; 1];min;max; 0; 1; ?) with x1 ? x2 = x1x2 for all x1 and x2 in [0; 1] is a type-10
lattice.
(4) ([0; 1];min;max; 0; 1;min) is a type-11 lattice.
In practical examples the real closed interval [0; 1] is usually restricted to (i.e.,
replaced by) the set of its computable or even its rational elements; cf. [9]. We refer
to [13] for the impact of computability constraints in fuzzy formal languages.
3. Fuzzy languages and operations on fuzzy languages
A fuzzy language L is a fuzzy subset of ? where  is the alphabet of L. So ?
plays the roˆle of universal set for L.
Denition 3.1. Let L be a type-00 lattice and let  be an alphabet. A L-fuzzy
language L over  is a L-fuzzy subset of ?, i.e., it is a pair (; 
L) where 
L
is a function 
L :?→L, the membership function of L. For each L-fuzzy lan-
guage L, s(L) and c(L) denote the support and the crisp part of L, respectively:
s(L)= {w∈? | 
(w;L)¿0} and c(L)= {w∈? | 
(w;L)= 1}.
When L is clear from the context, we use “fuzzy language” instead of “L-fuzzy
language”.
Each ordinary (non-fuzzy) language L satis/es s(L)= c(L). So an ordinary language
is also called a crisp language.
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In de/ning a fuzzy language L over , as in the following example, we always
restrict ourselves to specifying the values of 
L for elements of s(L) only. So if 
(x;L)
is not given for a particular x, it is tacitly assumed that x∈? − s(L), and hence we
have 
(x;L)= 0.
Example 3.2. (1) Let L be the type-00 lattice of Example 2.4(1), and consider the
L-fuzzy language L0 over {a; b}, de/ned by

(ambnam;L0) =
(
m
max{1; m; n} ;
n
max{1; m; n}
)
if m; n¿ 1:
Then the crisp part of L0 equals c(L0)= {ambmam |m¿1}: for each x in c(L0), we
have 
(x;L0)= (1; 1).
(2) Consider the type-01 lattice L of Example 2.4(2) and the L-fuzzy languages
L1 and L2 over {a; b} de/ned by 
(ambman;L1)=  and 
(ambnan;L2)=  for m; n¿1.
Then c(L1)= c(L2)=? but both L1 and L2 are nonempty languages since s(L1)=
{ambman |m; n¿1} and s(L2)= {ambnan |m; n¿1}.
(3) Let again L be the type-01 lattice of Example 2.4(2). As a slight variation
of the previous example, de/ne the L-fuzzy languages L3 and L4 over {a; b; c; d} by

(anbncmdm;L3)=  and 
(anbmcmdn;L4)=  for m; n¿1. Of course, we have c(L3)=
c(L4)=?, and both L3 and L4 are non-empty languages.
Next, we turn to some operations on fuzzy languages. First, we recall the operations
union, intersection, concatenation, Kleene + and Kleene ? for L-fuzzy languages
de/ned in [5, 6, 8]. We use  to denote the empty word.
Let L1 = (1; 
L1 ) and L2 = (2; 
L2 ) be fuzzy languages, then the union, the inter-
section, and the concatenation of the fuzzy languages L1 and L2, denoted by L1 ∪L2 =
(1 ∪2; 
L1 ∪ L2 ), L1 ∩L2 = (1 ∩2; 
L1 ∩ L2 ) and L1L2 = (1 ∪2; 
L1L2 ) respectively,
are de/ned by

(x;L1 ∪ L2) = 
(x;L1) ∨ 
(x;L2);

(x;L1 ∩ L2) = 
(x;L1) ∧ 
(x;L2);
and

(x;L1L2) =
∨{
(y;L1)?
(z;L2) | x = yz};
for all x in (1 ∪2)?.
Example 3.3. (1) For the union and the intersection of the fuzzy languages L1 and L2
of Example 3.2(2), we have

(x;L1 ∪ L2) =


1 if x = ambmam for some m¿ 1;
 if x = ambman and m = n (m; n¿ 1);
 if x = ambnan and m = n (m; n¿ 1);
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and L1 ∩L2 = s(L1 ∩L2)= c(L1 ∩L2)=?, respectively. Note that s(L1)∩ s(L2) =?,
and c(L1 ∪L2)= c(L0) =? (L0 is the fuzzy language from Example 3.2(1)), whereas
c(L1)= c(L2)=?.
(2) Similarly, for the union of L3 and L4 of Example 3.2(3), we get

(x;L3 ∪ L4) =


1 if x = anbncndn for some n¿ 1;
 if x = anbncmdm and m = n (m; n¿ 1);
 if x = anbmcmdn and m = n (m; n¿ 1):
We return to these unions in Example 6.4(2) and in Section 8 below.
The operations of Kleene + and Kleene ? for a fuzzy language L=(; 
L) are
de/ned by
L+ ◦=L ∪ LL ∪ LLL ∪ · · · ◦=⋃{Li | i ¿ 1}
and
L? ◦={} ∪ L ∪ LL ∪ · · · ◦=⋃{Li | i ¿ 0};
respectively, where L0 ◦={}, and Ln+1 ◦=LnL with n¿0 [5, 6, 8]. Then, for n¿0 we
have

(x;Ln) =
∨{
(x1;L)?
(x2;L)? · · ·?
(xn;L) | x1x2 · · · xn = x};
and

(x;L?) =
∨{
(x1;L)?
(x2;L)? · · ·?
(xn;L) | n¿ 0; x1x2 · · · xn = x}:
Thus 
(;L0)= 1, as x1x2 · · · xn=  and a1 ? a2 ? · · ·? an=1 (a1; : : : ; an ∈L) in case
n=0. Consequently, 
(;L?)= 1, and L? ◦=L+ ∪{} where the latter set in this union
is a crisp set.
Other operations on fuzzy languages, like homomorphisms and substitutions, are
de/ned as fuzzy functions on fuzzy languages. A fuzzy function is a special instance
of a fuzzy relation. A fuzzy relation R between crisp sets X and Y is a fuzzy subset
of X ×Y . If R⊆X ×Y and S ⊆Y ×Z are fuzzy relations, then their composition R◦S
is de/ned by

((x; z);R ◦ S)=∨ {
((x; y);R)?
((y; z); S) |y ∈ Y}: (1)
Then a fuzzy function f :X →Y is a fuzzy relation f⊆X ×Y , satisfying the restriction
that for all x in X : if 
((x; y);f)¿0 and 
((x; z);f)¿0 hold, then y= z and hence

((x; y);f)= 
((x; z);f). For fuzzy functions (1) holds as well, but we write the
composition of two functions f :X →Y and g :Y →Z as g ◦ f :X →Z rather than as
f ◦ g.
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Remember that F(X ) denotes the power set of the fuzzy set X , i.e., the collection
of all fuzzy subsets of the fuzzy set X . In the sequel we will encounter functions
f :V?→ F(V?) that will be extended to f : F(V?)→ F(V?) by f(L)= ⋃{f(x) | x∈L}
and for each fuzzy subset L of V?,

(y;f(L))=
∨ {
(x;L)?
((x; y);f) | x ∈ V?}: (2)
Consequently, by (1) and (2) fuzzy functions like f◦f, f◦f◦f, and so on, which are
obtained by iterating the function f, are now de/ned. Clearly, each of these functions
f(k) is of type f(k) : F(V?)→ F(V?). A /nite set {f1; : : : ; fn} of such functions can
be iterated in the same way; cf. De/nitions 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 and 7.1 below.
4. Families of fuzzy languages
Let ! denote a countably in/nite set of symbols. All families of languages that we
will consider in the sequel, only use symbols from this set. And L is a type-00 lattice
except when stated otherwise.
Denition 4.1. A family of fuzzy languages K is a set of fuzzy languages L=(L; 
L)
such that each L is a /nite subset of !. We assume that for each fuzzy language
(L; 
L) in K , the alphabet L is minimal, i.e., a symbol ( belongs to L if and only
if there exists a word w in which ( occurs and for which 
(w;L)¿0 or, equivalently,
for which w∈ s(L).
A family K of fuzzy languages is called nontrivial if K contains a nontrivial lan-
guage, i.e., a language (L; 
L) with s(L)∩+L =? or, equivalently, 
(x;L)¿0 for
some x∈+L .
And K is called normalized if it contains a normalized language, i.e., a language
(L; 
L) with c(L)∩+L =? or, equivalently, 
(x;L)= 1 for some x∈+L .
For each family K of fuzzy languages, the crisp part c(K) of K is the family of
crisp languages de/ned by c(K)= {c(L) |L∈K}.
Example 4.2. The fuzzy languages Li (06i64) from Example 3.2 are all nontrivial;
L0 is normalized, but L1, L2, L3 and L4 are not. Note that both L1 ∪L2 and L3 ∪L4 are
normalized too (Example 3.3).
Henceforth, we assume that each family K of fuzzy languages is normalized and
closed under isomorphism (“renaming of symbols”), i.e., for each language L in K over
some alphabet L and for each bijective non-fuzzy mapping i :L→′L — extended to
words and to languages in the usual way — we have that the language i(L) also belongs
to K . Remark that for all x in ?L , we have 
(x;L)= 
(i(x); i(L)) or, equivalently,
L ◦= i(L).
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Among the most simple normalized families of fuzzy languages, we have the family
FINf of /nite fuzzy languages
FINf = {L | s(L) = {w1; w2; : : : ; wn}; wi ∈ ?!; 16 i 6 n; n¿ 0};
the family ONEf of singleton fuzzy languages
ONEf = {L | s(L)= {w}; w ∈ ?!};
the family ALPHAf of fuzzy alphabets
ALPHAf = {L | s(L) = ;  ⊂ !;  is /nite};
and the family SYMBOLf of singleton fuzzy alphabets
SYMBOLf = {L | s(L) = {(}; ( ∈ !}:
The crisp counterparts of these language families are FIN={{w1; w2; : : : ; wn} |wi∈?!,
16i6n; n¿0}, ONE= {{w} |w∈?!}, ALPHA= { |⊂!;  is /nite}, and
SYMBOL= {{(} | (∈!}, respectively; cf. Lemma 4.4 below.
The family of regular fuzzy languages is denoted by REGf; it is de/ned in a way
very similar to its crisp counterpart REG.
Denition 4.3. The family of regular fuzzy languages REGf is the smallest set satis-
fying:
• The fuzzy subsets ? and {} of ?? belong to REGf.
• For each ) in !, the fuzzy subset {)} of {)}? belongs to REGf.
• If R1 and R2 are in REGf, then so are R1 ∪R2, R1R2, and R?1 .
Lemma 4.4. (1) c(FINf)=FIN; c(ONEf)=ONE∪{?}; c(ALPHAf)=ALPHA, and
c(SYMBOLf)=SYMBOL∪{?}.
(2) If L is a type-10 lattice; then for L-fuzzy languages, c(REGf)=REG.
Proof. The equalities under (1) are straightforward, and the inclusion REG⊆ c(REGf)
is obvious. The converse inclusion c(REGf)⊆REG can easily be established by induc-
tion over the structure of a regular fuzzy language (De/nition 4.3) using Corollary 2.3
and the fact that c(R1 ∪R2)= c(R1)∪ c(R2) holds for linearly ordered L.
Example 4.5. The equality c(R1 ∪R2)= c(R1)∪ c(R2) does not hold in general for ar-
bitrary type-00 lattices. Our argument is based on (i) the structure of the simplest
type-00 lattice that is not linearly ordered (Example 2:4(2)), and (ii) the ambiguous
description of certain regular languages; cf. [10].
So consider the regular fuzzy languages L5 and L6 over {a} de/ned by 
(a2n;L5)= ,

(a3n;L6)=  (n¿1), and 
(;L5)= 
(;L6)= 1. Then c(L5)= c(L6)= {} and
c(L5 ∪L6)= {a6n | n¿0}. Hence c(L5)∪ c(L6)⊂ c(L5 ∪L6).
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Closely related to regular fuzzy languages is a kind of fuzzy /nite automaton. Many
variations of the /nite-state concept for fuzzy languages have been introduced of which
we mention but a few: [23, 24, 27, 28, 30, 31]. The next de/nition and equivalence result
(Proposition 4.9) is useful but not surprising.
Denition 4.6. A nondeterministic fuzzy 9nite automaton with -moves or NFFA M
is a 5-tuple M =(Q;; ,; q0; F), where Q is a crisp /nite set of states,  is an alphabet,
q0 is an element of Q, F is a crisp subset of the crisp set Q, and , is a fuzzy function
of type , :Q× (∪{})→ F(Q) that satis/es the following condition: for each q in
Q, 
(q; ,(q; )) = 1.
The function , is extended to ,ˆ :Q×?→ F(Q) as follows: for all q in Q, ,ˆ(q; ) ◦=
,(q; ) and
,ˆ(q; )!) ◦=
⋃{,ˆ(q′; !) | q′ ∈ ,(q; ))};
that is, according to (2),

(p; ,ˆ(q; )!))=
∨{
(p; ,ˆ(q′; !))?
(q′; ,(q; ))) | q′ ∈ Q} (p ∈ Q):
The fuzzy language L(M) accepted by the NFFA M is de/ned by
L(M) ◦={x ∈ ? | ,ˆ(q0; x)∩F =?}
or, equivalently,

(x;L(M))=
∨ {
(q; ,ˆ(q0; x)) | q ∈ F}:
Two NFFAs M1 and M2 are called equivalent if L(M1)
◦=L(M2).
Henceforth we use expressions like X = {: : : ; x=
(x;X ); : : :} to denote /nite fuzzy sets
(including the degrees of membership) concisely.
Example 4.7. Let L be the type-01 lattice de/ned in Example 2.4(2). Consider the
NFFA M =(Q;; ,; q0; F) with Q= {q0; q1; q2; q3; q4; q5}, = {a}, F = {q0; q1; q3} and
, is de/ned by
,(q0; )= {q1=1; q3=1};
,(q3; a)= {q4=1};
,(q1; a)= {q2=1};
,(q4; a)= {q5=1};
,(q2; a)= {q1=};
,(q5; a)= {q3=}:
Then the L-fuzzy language L(M) satis/es L(M) ◦=L5 ∪L6 where L5 and L6 are the
fuzzy regular languages de/ned in Example 4.5.
Lemma 4.8. Let M=(Q;; ,; q0; F) be an NFFA. Then there is an equivalent NFFA
M ′=(Q′; ; ,′; q′0; {f}) such that Q′=Q∪{q0; f}, the in-degree of q0 is zero and
the out-degree of f is zero; i.e., ,′ is a fuzzy function of type ,′ : (Q∪{q′0; f})×
(∪{})→ F(Q∪{f}) with ,′(f; ) ◦= {f=1} and ∀(∈: ,′(f; () ◦=?.
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Proof. In order to obtain ,′ we extend the fuzzy function ,, viewed as fuzzy relation,
by ,′ ◦= ,∪{((q′0; ); q0)=1}∪ {((q; ); f)=1 | q∈F}.
Proposition 4.9. A fuzzy language L is regular if and only if L is accepted by a
nondeterministic fuzzy 9nite automaton.
Proof. Suppose R is a regular fuzzy language. If R equals ?, {=} or {)=} (cf.
De/nition 4.3), we de/ne M =({q0; q1}; ; ,; q0; {q1}) respectively, by
? :
{=} :
{)=} :
,(q; )) ◦= ,(q; ) ◦=?
,(q0; )
◦={q1=};
,(q0; ))
◦={q1=}:
(q ∈ {q0; q1}; ) ∈ );
Then for each of these three cases we have R ◦=L(M).
Next, let R be equal to R1 ∪R2, R1R2 or R?1 (De/nition 4.3). Suppose Ri ◦=L(Mi)
for i=1; 2 with Mi =(Qi; i; ,i; qi0; {fi}) satisfying the properties of Lemma 4.8, and
Q1 ∩Q2 =?. For j=3; 4; 5 we construct NFFA’s Mj =(Q1 ∪Q2 ∪{qj0}; j; ,j; qj0; Fj)
by j =1 ∪2 (j=3; 4); 5 =1, and
F3 = {f1; f2};
F4 = {f2};
F5 = {f1};
,3
◦= ,1 ∪ ,2 ∪{((q30; ); q10)=1; ((q30; ); q20)=1};
,4
◦= ,1 ∪ ,2 ∪{((q40; ); q10)=1; ((f1; ); q20)=1};
,5
◦= ,1 ∪{((q50; ); f1)=1; ((q50; ); q10)=1; ((f1; ); q10)=1}:
Then L(M3)
◦=R1 ∪R2, L(M4) ◦=R1R2, and L(M5) ◦=R?1 .
The converse implication can easily be established by adapting the standard con-
struction (cf. e.g., [29, pp. 200–203]). From Section 3 it will be clear how to apply
the operations ∨ and ? in updating the degree of membership when we meet a union,
a concatenation or a Kleene ? operation in that construction.
Other families of fuzzy languages are obtained by applying the operation of fuzzy
substitution or some of its generalizations (De/nitions 4.10, 5.7, 6.6 and 7.5 below).
Fuzzy substitution plays the principal roˆle in our approach; it is a straightforward
extension of the notion of substitution for crisp languages.
Denition 4.10. Let K be a family of fuzzy languages and let V be an alphabet. A
fuzzy K-substitution on V is a mapping 1 :V→K ; it is extended to words over V by
1() ◦= {=1} and 1((1 · · · (n) ◦= 1((1) · · · 1((n) with (i ∈V (16i6n), and to languages
by 1(L) ◦=
⋃ {1(w) |w∈L}.
If for each (∈V , s(1(())⊆V?, then 1 :V →K is called a fuzzy K-substitution
over V .
If we have 
((; 1(()) = 1 for each (∈V; then 1 :V →K is called a nested fuzzy
K-substitution.
If the family K equals FINf or REGf, 1 is called a fuzzy 9nite or a fuzzy regular
substitution, respectively.
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Given families K and K ′ of fuzzy languages, let Suˆb(K; K ′)= {1(L) |L∈K ; 1 is a
fuzzy K ′-substitution}. A family K is closed under fuzzy K ′-substitution if Suˆb(K; K ′)
⊆K , and K is closed under fuzzy substitution, if K is closed under fuzzy K-substitution.
Since we assumed that each family of fuzzy languages is closed under isomorphism,
the Suˆb-operator is associative, i.e., Suˆb(K1;Suˆb(K2; K3))=Suˆb(Suˆb(K1; K2); K3);
cf. [16, 14].
Taking K and K ′ equal to families of crisp languages in De/nition 4.10 yields the
well-known notion of (ordinary, non-fuzzy, crisp) substitution. Then a ONE-substitution
is just a homomorphism and an isomorphism (“renaming of symbols”) is a one-to-one
SYMBOL-substitution.
Similarly, we de/ne an L-fuzzy homomorphism h : ?1 →?2 as an L-fuzzy ONEf-
substitution. The inverse h−1 : F(?2 )→ F(?1 ) of such an L-fuzzy homomorphism is
de/ned by h−1(L)= {w∈?1 | 
(h(w);L)¿0} with

(x; h−1(L))= 
(h(x);L)=
∨{
((x; y); h)?
(y;L) |y ∈ ?2}: (3)
Clearly, h is viewed as a fuzzy relation of which we take the converse to obtain h−1;
cf. (2).
Note that in general for a fuzzy function f : X →Y and a fuzzy subset S of Y , we
have

(y;ff−1(S)) =
∨{
(x;f−1(S))?
((x; y);f) | x ∈ X }
=
∨{(∨{
(z; S)?
((x; z);f) | z ∈ Y})?
((x; y);f) | x ∈ X } :
Since f is a function, 
((x; z);f)¿0 and 
((x; y);f)¿0 imply z=y. Hence

(y;ff−1(S))=
∨{
(y; S)?
((x; y);f)?
((x; y);f) | x ∈ X }6 
(y; S):
Hence f f −1(S)⊆ S, and in case f happens to be a crisp function, we even have
equality — i.e., 
(y; f f −1(S))= 
(y; S) — and so f f −1(S)  S holds. This latter fact
we will use in the case of a crisp homomorphism h :?→ONE for which we have
hh−1(S)  S; cf. the proofs of Lemma 5.3, Theorem 5.9 and Lemma 5.10.
Proposition 4.11. The family REGf is closed under (i) union, (ii) concatenation,
(iii) Kleene ?, (iv) fuzzy (regular) substitution, (v) fuzzy homomorphism; and
(vi) intersection.
Proof. The closure properties (i), (ii) and (iii) follow from De/nition 4.3 immedi-
ately. By a straightforward induction over the structure of a regular fuzzy language
one can show closure under fuzzy substitution; cf. De/nition 4.10. Since ONEf is
included in REGf, (iv) implies (v). So it remains to show that REGf is closed under
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intersection. We consider two NFFAs Mi =(Qi; i; ,i; qi0; Fi) (i=1; 2) and we construct
a new NFFA M =(Q1×Q2; 1 ∩2; ,; (q10; q20); F1×F2) with
s(,((q1; q2); ))) = {(q′1; q′2) | q′1 ∈ ,1(q1; )); q′2 ∈ ,2(q2; ))} () ∈ 1 ∩2);
s(,((q1; q2); )) = {(q′1; q′2) | q′1 ∈ ,1(q1; ); q′2 ∈ ,2(q2; )}
∪ {({(q′1; q2) | q′1 ∈ ,1(q1; )}∪ {({(q1; q′2) | q′2 ∈ ,2(q2; )}:
The corresponding degrees of membership are de/ned by

((q′1; q
′
2); ,((q1; q2); )))= 
(q
′
1; ,1(q1; ))) ∧ 
(q′2; ,2(q2; ))) () ∈  ∪ {}):
Then L(M) ◦=L(M1)∩L(M2); hence REGf is closed under intersection.
5. Simple algebraic structures
We start with a very simple algebraic structure — viz. the fuzzy prequasoid — from
which we arrive at more complicated ones such as full AFFL, full substitution-closed
AFFLs, etc.; cf. Theorems 5.9, 6.7 and 7.6 below.
Denition 5.1. A normalized family K of fuzzy languages is a fuzzy prequasoid if K
is closed under fuzzy /nite substitution (i.e., Suˆb (K;FINf)⊆K) and under intersection
with regular fuzzy languages. A fuzzy quasoid is a fuzzy prequasoid that contains a
fuzzy language L0 such that c(L0) is in/nite.
Lemma 5.2. (1) If K is a fuzzy (pre)quasoid; then K ⊇REGf (K ⊇FINf, respec-
tively).
(2) REGf (FINf; respectively) is the smallest fuzzy (pre)quasoid.
(3) Let K be a fuzzy prequasoid. If L∈K with L⊆? and c =∈; then {c=1}L∈K .
Proof. (1) Let K be a fuzzy prequasoid. Since K is normalized, there is a fuzzy
language L over  in K that contains a nonempty word x with 
(x;L)= 1. Let a
be a symbol occurring in x, and de/ne the fuzzy /nite substitutions 1 : ) → {=1; a=1}
for each )∈, and ’ : a → LF where LF is an arbitrary /nite fuzzy language. Then
LF
◦=’(1(L)∩{a=1}), and hence LF ∈K .
If K is a fuzzy quasoid, then K contains an L0 over 0 such that c(L0) is in/nite. Let
R be an arbitrary regular fuzzy language over . De/ne the fuzzy /nite substitution 1 by
1())= {=1}∪ {(=1 | (∈} for each )∈0. Then 1(L0)∩R ◦= {w=1 |w∈?}∩R ◦=R,
and so R belongs to K .
(2) Since REGf (FINf, respectively) is a (pre)quasoid (cf. Proposition 4.11), state-
ment (2) follows from (1).
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(3) De/ne the crisp /nite substitution 1 : ?→FIN by 1(a)= {a; ca} and the crisp
regular set R by R= {c}?. Then {c=1}L ◦= 1(L)∩R; hence {c=1}L∈K .
Lemma 5.2 implies that FINf is the only fuzzy prequasoid that is not a fuzzy
quasoid.
Lemma 5.3. If a family K of fuzzy languages is closed under fuzzy regular substi-
tution; intersection with regular fuzzy languages and union with regular fuzzy lan-
guages; then K is closed under inverse fuzzy homomorphisms.
Proof. Let L=(L; 
L) be an arbitrary fuzzy language in K where L is the minimal
alphabet of L. Let h :?→?L be a fuzzy homomorphism with = {)1; : : : ; )k} and
h()i)=wi (wi ∈?L , 16i6k). We will show that h−1(L) is in K .
First, we assume that L is -free. Then we take a new alphabet 0 = {)′1; : : : ; )′k}
and a crisp -free regular substitution 1 de/ned by 1())=?0)
?
0 for each ) in L.
De/ne L1 as the /nite fuzzy language L1
◦= {)′iwi=
(()i;wi);h) | 16i6k} and the fuzzy
language L2 by L2
◦= 1(L)∩L?1 . Let h1 be the crisp homomorphism de/ned by h1()′i )= )i
()′i ∈0, )i ∈, and 16i6k) and h(()=  for each ( in L. Then from the closure
properties of K we obtain L2 ∈K and h1(L2)∈K . It is left to the reader to verify that
h1(L2)
◦= h−1(L).
When L contains , we have L ◦=(L−{})∪{} and h−1(L) ◦= h−1(L−{})∪ h−1().
Now by the /rst part of this proof we have h−1(L − {})∈K . If h is -free, then
h−1() ◦= {=1}. Otherwise h−1() ◦= {a=
((a; );h) | h(a)= }?. In either case h−1()∈
REGf, and hence h−1(L)∈K .
Corollary 5.4. The family REGf is closed under inverse fuzzy homomorphism.
Proof. The statement follows from Proposition 4.11 and Lemma 5.3.
Next, we de/ne three operators on families of fuzzy languages; viz. for each fam-
ily K of fuzzy languages, let 4f(K)=Suˆb(K;FINf), 5f(K) = Suˆb(K;ONEf), and
6f(K)= {L∩R |L∈K; R∈REGf}. Since REGf is closed under intersection (Propo-
sition 4:11(vi)), and both FINf and ONEf are closed under fuzzy substitution, we
have that for X ∈{5f; 6f; 4f}, X is a closure operator, i.e., (i) X is extensive:
K ⊆X (K), (ii) X is monotonic: K1⊆K2 implies X (K1)⊆X (K2), and (iii) X is idem-
potent: X X (K)⊆X (K). Of course, K , K1 and K2 denote families of fuzzy
languages.
Similarly, let for each family K of fuzzy languages, 7f(K) denote the smallest fuzzy
prequasoid that includes K . Clearly, 7f is a closure operator too.
For each family K of fuzzy languages, we have 7f(K)= {4f; 6f;5f}?(K) or even
7f(K)= {4f; 6f}?(K). But instead of this in/nite set of strings over {4f; 6f;5f}
or over {4f; 6f}, respectively, a single string suRces; see Proposition 5.5 and Corol-
lary 5.6, respectively.
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Proposition 5.5. For each family K of fuzzy languages, 7f(K)=5f6f4f(K).
Proof. Since 7f is a closure operator, we have K ⊆7f(K) and consequently 5f6f
4f(K)⊆5f6f4f7f(K)=7f(K).
Conversely K ⊆5f6f4f(K) holds as 5f; 6f and 4f are closure operators. We will
show that (5f6f4f)2(K)⊆5f6f4f(K) or, equivalently, that for each K;5f6f4f6f
4f(K)⊆5f6f4f(K). This implies that 5f6f4f(K) is closed under 4f and 6f.
Thus 5f6f4f(K) is a fuzzy prequasoid that includes K ; hence 7f(K)⊆5f6f4f(K).
Suppose L∈5f6f4f6f4f(K), i.e., these exist an L0 in K with L0⊆?0 , fuzzy
/nite substitutions 11 :?0 →?1 and 12 :?1 →?2 , regular fuzzy languages R1⊆?1 and
R2⊆?2 , and a fuzzy homomorphism h1 :?2 →?3 such that L ◦= h1(12(11(L0)∩R1)
∩R2).
We will de/ne a fuzzy /nite substitution 1 :?0 →?4 , a regular fuzzy language
R⊆?4 , and a fuzzy homomorphism h :?4 →?3 such that L ◦= h(1(L0)∩R). We as-
sume that 1 ∩2 =?. Then we de/ne 4 by 4 =1 ∪2.
De/ne crisp homomorphisms ’i : (1 ∪2)→?i by ’i(()= ( for each (∈i and
’i(()=  otherwise. Let 1′2 : 1→ (1 ∪2)? be the fuzzy /nite substitution de/ned
by 1′2(()
◦= {(=1}12(() for each ( in 1, let R ◦=’−11 (R1)∩’−12 (R2) (which is regular
by Corollary 5.4), and 1()) ◦= 1′2 ◦ 11()) for each )∈0, and h(()= h1(() for each
(∈2 and h(()=  for each (∈1. Then L ◦= h(1(L0)∩R).
Corollary 5.6. For each family K of fuzzy languages; 7f(K)=4f6f4f(K).
The following algebraic structure is the fuzzy counterpart of the full Abstract Family
of Languages or full AFL; cf. [14]. Full substitution-closed AFLs have been investi-
gated in [16].
Denition 5.7. A full Abstract Family of Fuzzy Languages or full AFFL is a non-
trivial family of fuzzy languages closed under union, concatenation, Kleene ?, (possibly
erasing) fuzzy homomorphism, inverse fuzzy homomorphism, and intersection with
regular fuzzy languages.
A full substitution-closed AFFL is a full AFFL closed under fuzzy substitution.
The remaining part of this section consists of some elementary results which are
straightforward generalizations of their crisp originals (see [14, 16, 2]). First, we con-
sider a characterization of full AFFL in Theorem 5.9 for which we need Lemma 5.3
and the following result.
Lemma 5.8. A fuzzy prequasoid K is closed under union; concatenation and Kleene ?
if and only if K is closed under fuzzy substitution in the regular fuzzy
languages.
Proof. Let K be a fuzzy prequasoid closed under union, concatenation and Kleene ?,
and let L0 be a fuzzy language over 0 from Suˆb(REGf; K). Then there is a fuzzy
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K-substitution 1 :0→K and a regular fuzzy language R⊆?0 such that L0 ◦= 1(R). By
induction on the structure of R we show that L0 ∈K .
Basis: If R equals ?; {=} or {)=} ()∈0), then clearly 1(R)∈K .
Induction step: Assume that for regular fuzzy languages R1 and R2 over 0, we have
that both 1(R1) and 1(R2) are in K .
If R ◦=R1 ∪R2, R ◦=R1R2 or R ◦=R?1 , we conclude from the induction hypothesis, the
closure properties of K and the equalities 1(R1 ∪R2) ◦= 1(R1)∪ 1(R2), 1(R1R2) ◦= 1(R1)
1(R2) and 1(R?1 )
◦=(1(R1))? that 1(R)∈K , which completes the induction.
The converse implication easily follows from substituting fuzzy K-languages into the
crisp regular sets {a; b}, {ab} and a?.
Theorem 5.9. A family K of fuzzy languages is a full AFFL if and only if K is a
fuzzy prequasoid closed under fuzzy regular substitution; i.e.; Suˆb(K;REGf)⊆K; and
under substitution in the regular fuzzy languages; i.e.; Suˆb(REGf; K)⊆K:
Proof. In view of Lemmas 5.3 and 5.8 it is suRcient to show that Suˆb(K;REGf)⊆K
when K is closed under fuzzy homomorphism, inverse fuzzy homomorphism and in-
tersection with regular fuzzy languages. Note that Suˆb(K;REGf)⊆K implies closure
under fuzzy /nite substitution as well.
Let L be a fuzzy K-language over , and let 1 :→REGf be a fuzzy regular sub-
stitution with 1(()⊆?( for each ( in . De/ne alphabets 0 =
⋃{( | (∈} and
1 = {(′ | (∈}, crisp homomorphisms hi : (0 ∪1)→ONE (i=1; 2) by h1((′)= (
((∈1), h1(8)=  (8∈0), h2((′)=  ((∈1), h2(8)= 8 (8∈0), and the fuzzy
language R ◦=(
⋃{(′1(() | (∈})? with 
((′x;R)= 
(x; 1(()) for each (∈. Then
by Lemma 5.2(3) and Proposition 4.11, R is a regular fuzzy language. Now 1(L) ◦=
h2(h−11 (L)∩R) and hence 1(L)∈K .
Lemma 5.10. If K1 and K2 are fuzzy prequasoids; then so is Suˆb(K1; K2):
Proof. It is suRcient to show that Suˆb(K1; K2) is closed under 4f and 6f.
First, we have 4f(Suˆb(K1; K2))=Suˆb(Suˆb(K1; K2);FINf)=Suˆb(K1;Suˆb(K2;FINf))
=Suˆb(K1; 4f(K2))=Suˆb(K1; K2) by the associativity of the Suˆb-operation.
Next, we will establish the inclusion 6f(Suˆb(K1; K2))⊆5f(Suˆb(6f4f(K1); 6f(K2))).
Since 5f(Suˆb(6f4f(K1); 6f(K2)))=5f(Suˆb(K1; K2))=Suˆb(Suˆb(K1; K2);ONEf)=
Suˆb(K1;Suˆb(K2;ONEf))=Suˆb(K1; 5f(K2))=Suˆb(K1; K2), this inclusion implies the
fact that 6f(Suˆb(K1; K2))⊆Suˆb(K1; K2).
In order to prove the inclusion 6f(Suˆb(K1; K2))⊆5f(Suˆb(6f4f(K1); 6f(K2))), let L
be a fuzzy language over  from K1, let 1 :?→K2 be a fuzzy K2-substitution such
that 1(L)⊆?1 with 1 ∩=?, and let R be a regular fuzzy language over 1. We
will prove that 1(L)∩R belongs to 5f(Suˆb(6f4f(K1); 6f(K2))).
We /rst de/ne the fuzzy substitution 12 on ? by 12(a)
◦= {a=1}1(a) for each a in
. Note that by Lemma 5.2(3), 12 is a fuzzy K2-substitution. Next, we de/ne the crisp
homomorphism h : (∪1)?→ONE by h(a)=  for each a in  and h(a)= a for each
a in 1. Then 1= h ◦ 12 and 1(L)∩R ◦= h12(L)∩R ◦= h(12(L)∩ h−1(R)) since h is crisp.
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Since both R and h−1(R) are regular fuzzy languages (Corollary 5.4), there is ac-
cording to Proposition 4.9 and Lemma 4.8 an NFFA M =(Q;∪1; ,; q0; {f}) that
accepts h−1(R). Let R0 be de/ned by
R0 = (L(M) ∩ {})
∪{(q0; a1; q1) · · · (qm−1; am; qm) | ai ∈ ; qi ∈ Q; 16 i 6 m; qm = f}:
Then R0 is a crisp regular set (Theorem 2:1, p. 130 in [26] or Lemma 3:2:1 in [14]).
Now de/ne for each a in  and each p and q in Q the fuzzy language R(a; p; q) by
R(a; p; q)= {w |w∈?1 ; q∈ ,ˆ(p; aw)} with 
(w;R(a; p; q))= 
(q; ,ˆ(p; aw)). Clearly,
R(a; p; q) is a regular fuzzy language by Proposition 4.9, since R(a; p; q) ◦=L(M (a; p; q))
where M (a; p; q) is the NFFA de/ned by M (a; p; q)= (Q∪{q′0}; 1; ,′; q′0; {q}) with
,′= ,∪{((q′0; ); q′′)=1 | q′′∈ ,(p; a)}.
Let 13 be the fuzzy regular substitution on (×Q×Q)? de/ned by 13((a; p; q)) ◦=
{a=1}R(a; p; q); cf. Lemma 5.2(3). Then 13(R0) consists of all words of h−1(R) that
do not start with a symbol of 1. Because 12(L) does not contain words starting with
a symbol of 1, we have 12(L)∩ h−1(R) ◦= 12(L)∩ 13(R0).
De/ne the crisp /nite substitution 1′ on ? by 1′(a)= {a}×Q×Q for each a in
, and the fuzzy K2-substitution 1′′ on (×Q×Q)? by 1′′((a; p; q)) ◦= 12(a) for each
(a; p; q) in ×Q×Q. Then 12 = 1′′ ◦ 1′, and 12(L)∩ h−1(R) ◦= 1′′1′(L)∩ 13(R0).
Finally, let 1′′3 be the fuzzy K1-substitution on (×Q×Q)? de/ned by 1′′3 ((a; p; q))
◦= 1′′((a; p; q))∩ 13((a; p; q)) ◦= {a=1}1(a)∩{a=1}R(a; p; q) for each (a; p; q) in ×
Q×Q.
Then we obtain that 12(L)∩ h−1(R) ◦= 1′′1′(L)∩ 13(R0) ◦= 1′′3 (1′(L)∩R0). (The actual
proof of these two equalities is left as an exercise to the reader.) Consequently, 1(L)∩R
◦= h(1′′3 (1
′(L)∩R0)) and hence 1(L)∩R belongs to 5f(Suˆb(6f4f(K1); 6f(K2))).
For each family K of fuzzy languages, let Fˆf(K) denote the smallest full AFFL that
includes K . So Fˆf is a closure operator.
Theorem 5.11. Let K be a family of fuzzy languages.
(1) Suˆb(Suˆb(REGf;7f(K));REGf)=Suˆb(REGf;Suˆb(7f(K);REGf)). This family of
fuzzy languages is a full AFFL that includes K.
(2) Fˆf(K)=Suˆb(Suˆb(REGf;7f(K));REGf)=Suˆb(REGf;Suˆb(7f(K);REGf)).
Proof. (1) The equality follows from the associativity of the Suˆb-operator. Next we
show that Suˆb(Suˆb(REGf;7(K));REGf), abbreviated by Z(K), is a full AFFL that
includes K .
By the monotonicity of 7f, Suˆb(REGf; ·) and of Suˆb(·;REGf), we have K ⊆Z(K).
So it remains to prove that Z(K) is a full AFFL. By the equality of Theorem 5.11(1)
and the idempotency of Suˆb(REGf; ·) and of Suˆb(·;REGf) due to Proposition 4.11(iv),
it remains to show that Z(K) is a fuzzy prequasoid. However, this follows from Lem-
mas 5.2 and 5.10.
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(2) The inclusion K ⊆ Fˆf(K), the monotonicity of Z and Theorem 5.9, imply that
Z(K)⊆ZFˆf(K)= Fˆf(K). As Z(K) is a full AFFL that includes K , we obtain Fˆf(K)
=Z(K).
Finally, we turn to full substitution-closed AFFL. Let K∞ denote the smallest family
of fuzzy languages that includes a given family K of fuzzy languages and that is closed
under fuzzy substitution.
Theorem 5.12. (1) If SYMBOL⊆K; then
K∞ =
∞⋃
n=0
SUBn(K) with
SUB0(K) = K and
SUBn+1(K) = Suˆb
(
n⋃
i=0
SUBi(K); K
)
for each n¿ 0:
(2) If K is a fuzzy quasoid; then K∞ is a full substitution-closed AFFL.
Proof. (1) Let K1 denote the family
⋃∞
n=0 SUB
n(K) for short. Then we have to prove
that K∞ = K1. Since SYMBOL⊆K , we have SUBn(K)⊆SUBn+1(K) for each n¿0.
Consequently, SUBn+1(K)=Suˆb(SUBn(K); K) for each n¿0, and K =SUB0(K)⊆K1.
The family K1 is closed under fuzzy K-substitution: viz. let L be a fuzzy lan-
guage from K1, i.e., there is an i¿0 such that L∈SUBi(K), and let 1 be a fuzzy
K-substitution. Then 1(L)∈SUBi+1(K) and therefore 1(L)∈K1. Hence K∞⊆K1.
In order to prove the converse inclusion we show by induction on n that SUBn(K)
⊆K∞ for each n¿0.
Basis: (n=0) SUB0(K)=K ⊆K∞.
Induction hypothesis: SUBi(K)⊆K∞.
Induction step: SUBi+1(K)=Suˆb(SUBi(K); K)⊆Suˆb(K∞; K)⊆K∞ by the monotonic-
ity of the Suˆb(·; K)-operation, the induction hypothesis and the de/nition of K∞.
Now the inclusions SUBn(K)⊆K∞ (n¿0) imply that K1⊆K∞.
(2) By Lemma 5.2 we have REGf ⊆K ⊆K∞. Thus K∞ is closed under Suˆb(REGf; ·)
and under Suˆb(·;REGf). According to Theorem 5.9, it suRces to show that K∞ is
a fuzzy prequasoid. However, this can be done using the equality K∞=K1 and a
straightforward induction in which we use Lemma 5.10.
6. More complicated algebraic structures
We /rst recall the de/nitions of some generalized fuzzy grammars; they are gener-
alized in the sense that they possess a countably in/nite number of rules rather than
a /nite number. This countable number of rules is restricted in the following way: for
each symbol (, the set containing all right-hand sides of rules with left-hand side equal
to ( forms a fuzzy language that belongs to a given family K of fuzzy languages. This
restriction allows us to formulate these grammars in terms of fuzzy K-substitutions. The
grammars that have been generalized in this way are: ETOL-system (De/nition 6.1),
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context-free grammar (De/nition 6.2), and non-self-embedding context-free grammar
(De/nition 6.3).
In each case such a family of fuzzy generalized grammars give rise to an algebraic
closure operator, viz. Hf, Af and Rf, respectively, acting on (a slightly restricted class
of) families K of fuzzy languages.
Denition 6.1 (Asveld [5]). Let K be a family of fuzzy languages. A fuzzy K-
iteration grammar G=(V; ; U; S) consists of an alphabet V; a terminal alphabet 
(⊆V ), an initial symbol S (S ∈V ), and a /nite set U of fuzzy K-substitutions over
V: The fuzzy language L(G) generated by G is de/ned by
L(G) ◦=U?(S) ∩ ?
◦=
⋃{1p(· · · (11(S)) · · ·) |p¿ 0; 1i ∈ U; 16 i 6 p} ∩ ?:
The family of fuzzy languages generated by fuzzy K-iteration grammars is denoted
by Hf(K).
Denition 6.2 (Asveld [8]). Let K be a family of fuzzy languages. A fuzzy context-
free K-grammar G is a fuzzy K-iteration grammar G=(V; ; U; S) of which each
substitution 1 from U is a nested fuzzy K-substitution over V ; so (∈ 1(() for each
(∈V and each 1∈U .
The family of fuzzy languages generated by fuzzy context-free K-grammars is de-
noted by Af(K).
Denition 6.3 (Asveld [6]). Let K be a family of fuzzy languages and let U be a
/nite set of nested fuzzy K-substitutions over an alphabet V: Then U is called not self-
embedding if for all u∈U? and for all ( in V; the implication w1(w2 ∈ u(()⇒ (w1 = 
or w2=) holds for all w1; w2 ∈V?.
A fuzzy regular K-grammar G=(V; ; U; S) is a fuzzy context-free K-grammar
where U is a non-self-embedding set of nested fuzzy K-substitutions over V: The fam-
ily of fuzzy languages generated by fuzzy regular K-grammars is denoted by Rf(K).
Example 6.4. (1) When we take K equal to FINf, we have Hf(FINf)=ETOLf (the
family of fuzzy ETOL-languages), Af(FINf)=CFf (the family of fuzzy context-free
languages; [22]), and Rf(FINf)=REGf (De/nition 4.3).
(2) Clearly, we have CF⊆ c(CFf) where CF is the family of (ordinary, crisp)
context-free languages. The converse inclusion does not hold in general.
In order to construct some counterexamples we use (i) the inherent ambiguity
of some context-free languages (like, e.g., {ambman |m; n¿1}∪ {ambnan |m; n¿1} or
{anbncmdm |m; n¿1}∪ {anbmcmdn |m; n¿1}; cf. Example 2:5(2-3)), and (ii) the struc-
ture of the simplest type-00 lattice that is not linearly ordered (cf. Example 2.4(2) in
which we have ∨ =1); cf. also [25] and Example 4.5.
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Consider the type-01 lattice L of Example 2.4(2) and the L-fuzzy context-free
FINf-grammars G1 = (V; ; {11}; S) and G2 = (V; ; {12}; S) with V = {S; A}, = {a; b}
and
11(()
◦={(=1}; (( ∈ ); 12(() ◦={(=1}; (( ∈ );
11(S)
◦={S=1; Sa=1; Aa=}; 12(S) ◦={S=1; aS=1; aA=};
11(A)
◦={A=1; aAb=1; ab=1}; 12(A) ◦={A=1; aAa=1; ba=1};
Then L(G1)
◦=L1, L(G2)
◦=L2, L(G1)∪L(G2)∈CFf, and c(L(G1)∪L(G2))= c(L0);
for L0, L1 and L2 we refer to Example 3.2. Note that both G1 and G2 are linear
context-free and that the support of L(G1)∪L(G2) is an inherently ambiguous, linear
context-free language. Since c(L0) is not (linear) context-free, we have CF⊂ c(CFf)
and LCF⊂ c(LCFf), where LCF (LCFf, respectively) is the family of (fuzzy) linear
context-free languages.
(3) When we restrict ourselves to type-10 lattices L, then c(CFf)=CF.
Next, we turn to some elementary properties of the families Hf(K), Af(K) and
Rf(K).
Proposition 6.5 (Asveld [5, 6, 8]). (1) Let K be a family of fuzzy languages closed
under union with SYMBOL-languages. If K ⊇SYMBOL; then K ⊆Hf(K), K ⊆Af(K);
and K ⊆Rf(K).
(2) If the family K is a fuzzy prequasoid; then so are Rf(K); Af(K); and Hf(K).
Now we are ready to consider some algebraic structures that are special cases of full
AFFL (De/nitions 6.6 and 6.9) and to relate them to these generalized fuzzy grammars
(Theorems 6.7, 6.8, 6.10 and 6.11).
Denition 6.6. A family K of fuzzy languages is closed under iterated fuzzy substi-
tution if for each fuzzy language L from K with L⊆V? for some alphabet V; and
for each /nite set U of fuzzy K-substitutions over V; the fuzzy language U?(L),
de/ned by
U?(L) ◦=
⋃{1p · · · 11(L) |p¿ 0; 1i ∈ U (16 i 6 p)};
belongs to K . In case each fuzzy substitution in U is nested, then K is called closed
under nested iterated fuzzy substitution.
A full hyper-AFFL [5] is a full AFFL closed under iterated fuzzy substitution; a
full super-AFFL [8] is a full AFFL closed under nested iterated fuzzy substitution.
For the crisp originals of full substitution-closed AFFL, full super-AFFL and full
hyper-AFFL we refer to [16, 14, 18, 1], respectively. See also [2] for an overview in-
cluding other algebraic structures weaker than full AFL.
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In establishing the following few results Proposition 6.5 played a principal part;
cf. [5, 6, 8] for details.
Theorem 6.7 (Asveld [5, 6, 8]). Let K be a family of fuzzy languages. Then
(1) K is a full substitution-closed AFFL; if and only if K is a fuzzy prequasoid and
Rf(K)=K .
(2) K is a full super-AFFL; if and only if K is a fuzzy prequasoid and Af(K)=K .
(3) K is a full hyper-AFFL; if and only if K is a fuzzy prequasoid and Hf(K)=K .
Theorems 6.7 and 6.8 play the same roˆle as Theorems 5.9 and 5.11(1) do with
respect to full AFFLs. The proof of Theorem 6.7(1) in [6] heavily relies on Theorem
5.12 above.
Theorem 6.8 (Asveld [5, 6, 8]). Let K be a family of fuzzy languages. Then
(1) Rf7f(K) is a full substitution-closed AFFL that includes K.
(2) Af7f(K) is a full super-AFFL that includes K.
(3) Hf7f(K) is a full hyper-AFFL that includes K.
Denition 6.9. Let K be a family of fuzzy languages. By Rˆf(K) [Aˆf(K), and Hˆf
(K)] we denote the smallest full substitution-closed AFFL, (full super-AFFL, and full
hyper-AFFL, respectively) that includes K .
Theorem 6.7(3) says that K is a full hyper-AFFL if and only if it is a prequa-
soid, i.e., 7f(K)=K , and Hf(K)=K . Consequently, the smallest full hyper-AFFL
Hˆf(K), that includes a family K , equals Hˆf(K)=
⋃{w(K) |w∈{7f;Hf}?} or, equiv-
alently, Hˆf(K)= {7f;Hf}?(K). According to Theorem 6.10(3) below, this in/nite set
of strings over {7f;Hf} can be reduced to the single string Hf7f. Obviously, an
analogous remark applies to the other full AFFL-structures in Theorems 6.7 and 6.10.
Theorem 6.10 (Asveld [5, 6, 8]). Let K be a family of fuzzy languages. Then
(1) Rˆf(K)=Rf7f(K)=Rf5f6f4f(K);
(2) Aˆf(K)=Af7f(K)=Af5f6f4f(K); and
(3) Hˆf(K)=Hf7f(K)=Hf5f6f4f(K).
Clearly, the latter equalities in Theorem 6.10 have been obtained using Proposi-
tion 5.5.
Theorem 6.11. REGf(CFf; ETOLf; respectively) is the smallest full substitution-closed
AFFL ( full super-AFFL; full hyper-AFFL):
Each full hyper-AFFL is a full super-AFFL, and each full super-AFFL is a full
substitution-closed AFFL. But none of the converse implications hold; cf. Theorem 6.11.
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7. An innite sequence of algebraic structures
De/nition 6.1 is a special instance of a more general fuzzy K-iteration grammar in
which the application order of fuzzy K-substitutions is prescribed by a crisp control
language over U ; viz.
Denition 7.1 (Asveld [5]). Let = be a family of crisp languages, and let K be a fam-
ily of fuzzy languages. A =-controlled fuzzy K-iteration grammar or fuzzy (=; K)-
iteration grammar is a pair (G;M) that consists of a fuzzy K-iteration grammar
G=(V; ; U; S) and a crisp control language M , i.e., M is a language over U , and
M∈=. The fuzzy language L(G;M) generated by (G;M) is de/ned by
L(G;M) ◦=M (S) ∩ ?
◦=
⋃{1p(· · · (11(S)) · · ·) |p¿ 0; 1i ∈ U; 11 · · · 1p ∈ M} ∩ ?:
The family of fuzzy languages generated by fuzzy (=; K)-iteration grammars is de-
noted by both Hf(=; K) and by Hf;=(K).
In comparing De/nition 7.1 with De/nition 6.1 it is useful to mention the fact that
regular control does not extend the generating power of fuzzy K-iteration grammars.
Theorem 7.2 (Asveld [5]). Let K be a family of fuzzy languages. Then Hf(REG; K)=
Hf(K) holds; provided that K ⊇ONE.
The number of fuzzy K-substitutions in a (=-controlled) fuzzy K-iteration grammar
can be reduced to two in case the parameters = and K satisfy some very
simple conditions [5]. In case of a (non-self-embedding) fuzzy context-free K-grammars
a reduction to a single, equivalent (non-self-embedding) fuzzy K-substitution is pos-
sible [8, 6]. Therefore, providing fuzzy regular or fuzzy context-free K-grammars with a
control language, that prescribes the application order of the (non-self
-embedding) fuzzy K-substitutions, will probably not result into an interesting topic.
In order to give some elementary properties of Hf;=(K) we need the following
concepts.
Denition 7.3. A crisp family = is closed under left marking (right marking) if for
each language L in = with L⊆? for some , and for each c not in , the language
{c}L (L{c}, respectively) belongs to =. And = is closed under full marking if = is
closed under both left and right marking.
Proposition 7.4 (Asveld [5]). (1) Let = be a crisp family closed under right marking;
and let K be a family of fuzzy languages with K ⊇ONE. Then =⊆Hf;=(K) and
K ⊆Hf;=(K).
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(2) Let = be a crisp family closed under (i) left or right marking; (ii) union
or concatenation; and (iii) Kleene ?. If K is a family of fuzzy languages with
K ⊇SYMBOL; then Hf(K)⊆Hf;=(K).
(3) Let = be a crisp family closed under full marking. If K is a fuzzy prequasoid;
then so is Hf;=(K).
It is useful to compare Proposition 7.4(1) and (3) with the corresponding statements
in Proposition 6.5(1) and (2), respectively.
Next, we generalize the notion of iterated fuzzy substitution to =-controlled iterated
fuzzy substitution where = is a family of crisp languages.
Denition 7.5. Let = be a family of crisp languages. A family K of fuzzy languages
is closed under =-controlled iterated fuzzy substitution, if for each fuzzy language L
from K with L⊆V? for some alphabet V; for each /nite set U of fuzzy K-substitutions
over V; and for each crisp language M over U from the family =; the fuzzy language
M (L), de/ned by
M (L) ◦=
⋃ {1p · · · 11(L) |p¿ 0; 1i ∈ U (16 i 6 p); 11 · · · 1p ∈ M};
belongs to K ; cf. De/nition 6.6. A full =-hyper-AFFL is a full AFFL closed under
=-controlled iterated fuzzy substitution.
For each family K , let Hˆf;=(K) be the smallest full =-hyper-AFFL that includes K .
Theorem 7.6. Let the crisp family = be a full substitution-closed AFL. Then a family
K of fuzzy languages is a full =-hyper-AFFL if and only if K is a fuzzy prequasoid
and Hf;=(K)=K .
Proof. Suppose K is a full =-hyper-AFFL. By Theorem 5.9, K is a fuzzy prequa-
soid; so it remains to show that Hf;=(K)⊆K , as the converse inclusion follows from
Proposition 7.4(1).
Let (G;M) be an arbitrary =-controlled fuzzy K-iteration grammar. So M∈= and
G=(V; ; U; S). Because K is a full =-hyper-AFFL, the fuzzy languages {S=1},
M ({S=1}) and M ({S=1})∩? all belong to the family K . But the latter fuzzy lan-
guage equals L(G;M). Hence L(G;M)∈K and Hf;=(K)⊆K .
Conversely, let K be a fuzzy prequasoid that satis/es Hf;=(K)=K . First, we show
that K is closed under =-controlled iterated fuzzy substitution.
Let L0 be an arbitrary fuzzy language in K with L0⊆V? for some alphabet V;
and let U be a /nite set of fuzzy K-substitutions over V and let M ⊆U? be a crisp
language from =. Consider the =-controlled fuzzy K-iteration grammar (G;M) with
G=(V ∪{S}; V; U ∪{1}; S), S =∈V , 1 =∈U and 1(S) ◦=L0 ∪{S=1} and 1(() ◦= {(=1} for
each ( in V:
Then L(G;M) ◦=M?(L0), L(G;M)∈Hf;=(K)=K , and hence M?(L0)∈K , i.e., K is
closed under =-controlled iterated fuzzy substitution.
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As K is a fuzzy prequasoid, we have FINf ⊆K and thus REGf ⊆ETOLf =Hf(FINf)
=Hf;REG(FINf)⊆Hf;=(K)=K by Example 6.4(2) and Theorem 7.2. But K ⊆Rf(K)⊆
Hf(K)=Hf;REG(K)⊆Hf;=(K)=K according to De/nitions 6.1 and 6.3, Theorem 7.2
and the fact that =⊇REG. So Rf(K)=K and by Theorem 5.9 or 6.7(1), K is a full
AFFL.
Theorem 7.6 is the analogue of Theorem 6.7 as Theorem 7.8(2), (3) and (4) are
of Theorems 6.8, 6.10 and 6.11, respectively. However, to establish Theorem 7.8 we
need the main result from [5], viz.
Theorem 7.7. (1) Let =1 and =2 be families of crisp languages and let =2 be closed
under full marking; union or concatenation; and Kleene ?. If K is a family of fuzzy
languages with K ⊇ALPHA; then Hf(=1; Hf(=2; K))⊆Hf(Suˆb(=1; =2); K).
(2) Let = be a family of crisp languages closed under full marking and under substi-
tution that satis9es =⊇REG. If K is a family of fuzzy languages with K ⊇ALPHA∪
ONE; then Hf(=;Hf(=; K))=Hf(=; K).
(3) Let = be a family of crisp languages closed under full marking; union; concate-
nation; and Kleene ?. If K is a family of fuzzy languages with K ⊇ALPHA∪ONE;
then Hf(Hf(=; K))=Hf(=; K).
Theorem 7.8. Let the crisp family = be a full substitution-closed AFL; and let K be
a family of fuzzy languages.
(1) Each full =-hyper-AFFL is a full hyper-AFFL.
(2) Hf;=7f(K) is a full =-hyper-AFFL that includes K.
(3) Hˆf;=(K)=Hf;=7f(K)=5f6f4fHf;=(K).
(4) Hf;=(FINf) is the smallest full =-hyper-AFFL.
Proof. (1) Clearly, by Theorems 6.7(3) and 7.6 it is suRcient to show that Hf;=(K)
=K implies Hf(K)=K . Since =⊇REG, we have by Propositions 6.5(1) and 7.4(2):
K ⊆Hf(K)⊆Hf;=(K)=K . Hence Hf(K)=K .
(2) This result follows from Proposition 7.4(3), Theorems 7.6 and 7.7(2).
(3) By the inclusion K ⊆ Hˆf;=(K) and the monotonicity of both Hf;= and 7f,
we have Hf;=7f(K)⊆Hf;=7fHˆf;=(K). According to Theorem 7.6, this yields Hf;=
7f(K)⊆ Hˆf;=(K). Now Theorem 7.8(2) implies that Hf;=7f(K) is a full =-hyper-
AFFL that includes K . Hence we obtain that Hˆf;=(K)=Hf;=7f(K).
(4) This statement follows from Theorem 7.8(3) and Lemma 5.2(2) (FINf is the
smallest fuzzy prequasoid).
Comparing Theorem 7.8(3) and the obvious equality Hˆf;=(K)= {Hf;=;7f}?(K),
shows that the single string Hf;=7f suRces rather than the countably in/nite set
{Hf;=;7f}?.
The free parameter = allows us to proceed inductively over the crisp family of con-
trol languages, yielding an in/nite sequence of signatures (types=classes of algebras).
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Theorem 7.9. Let K be a L-fuzzy prequasoid; let Q0 =REG and Qi+1 =Hf(c(Qi); K)
for each i¿0. Then for each i¿0; Qj is a full c(Qi)-hyper-AFFL provided that j¿i.
Proof. A straightforward inductive argument on i, applying Theorem 7.2, Proposi-
tions 7.4(1) and 7.4(3), and Theorem 7.7(3), yields the following facts:
• (7.9-i) Qi is a full hyper-AFFL for each i¿1, and
• (7.9-ii) Qi⊆Qj provided j¿i.
Using these facts we will prove by induction on i that Qj is a full c(Qi)-hyper-AFFL
for each j with 06i¡j.
Basis: (i=0). We have to show that for each j¿1, Qj is a full c(Q0)-hyper-AFFL.
Since Q0 =REG and each Qj is a full c(REG)-hyper-AFFL if and only if Qj is a full
hyper-AFFL (Theorem 7.8(1)), the statement follows from (7.9-i).
Induction hypothesis: Assume that for each j¿i, Qj is a full c(Qi)-hyper-AFFL.
Induction step: We have to show that each family Qj with j¿i+ 1 is a full c(Qi+1)-
hyper-AFFL.
Consider an arbitrary Qj with j¿i + 1; then Qj =Hf(c(Qj−1); K). As j − 1¿i, the
induction hypothesis implies that Qj−1 is a full c(Qi)-hyper-AFFL. Now by Theo-
rem 7.8(1) and Proposition 7.4(3), Qj is a fuzzy prequasoid.
So it remains to show that Hf(c(Qi+1); Qj)⊆Qj, since the converse inclusion follows
from Proposition 7.4(2) and (7.9-i).
From the de/nition of Qj and Theorem 7.7(1), respectively, we obtain
Hf(c(Qi+1); Qj) = Hf(c(Qi+1); Hf(c(Qj−1); K)) ⊆ Hf(c(Suˆb(Qi+1; Qj−1)); K):
We already remarked that the induction hypothesis implies that Qj−1 is a full c(Qi)-
hyper-AFFL. By Theorem 7.8(1), Qj−1 is a full hyper-AFFL and so Qj−1 is closed
under fuzzy substitution. Consequently, c(Qj−1) is closed under (ordinary, crisp) substi-
tution. As j−1¿i+1, we have Qi+1⊆Qj−1 by (7.9-ii), and hence, c(Suˆb(Qi+1; Qj−1))
⊆ c(Qj−1). Hence we have Hf(c(Qi+1); Qj)⊆Hf(c(Suˆb(Qi+1; Qj−1)); K)⊆Hf(c(Qj−1);
K)=Qj, which completes the induction.
Note that the statement of Theorem 7.9 still contains two free parameters, viz. (i)
the fuzzy prequasoid K , and (ii) the type-00 lattice L. To make the latter dependency
explicit, we wrote “L-fuzzy” rather than “fuzzy” in Theorem 7.9.
By /xing K and restricting L we are able to establish the existence of a countably
in/nite sequence of full AFFL-structures: see Theorem 7.12, the proof of which relies
on Theorem 7.9 and the following two results.
In Theorem 7.10 H (=; K) denotes the family of languages L(G;M) generated by
(ordinary, crisp) (=; K)-iteration grammars (G;M), i.e., all substitutions involved in G
are crisp K-substitutions; cf. [1].
Theorem 7.10 (Engelfriet [11, 12]). Let K0 =REG and Ki+1 =H (Ki;FIN) for each
i¿0. Then {Ki}i¿1 is an in9nite hierarchy of full hyper-AFLs; i.e.;
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• for each i¿1; Ki is a full hyper-AFL; and
• for each i¿1; Ki is properly included in Ki+1: Ki⊂Ki+1.
Corollary 7.11. Let L be an arbitrary type-10 lattice; and let {Fi}i¿1 be the sequence
of families of L-fuzzy languages de9ned by F0 =REGf and Fi+1 =Hf(c(Fi);FINf)
for each i¿0. Then {Fi}i¿1 is an in9nite hierarchy of full hyper-AFFLs; i.e.;
• for each i¿1; Fi is a full hyper-AFFL; and
• for each i¿1; Fi is properly included in Fi+1: Fi⊂Fi+1.
Proof. First, we show by induction that for each i¿0, c(Fi)=Ki where {Ki}i¿1 is as
in Theorem 7.10.
Basis: (i=0). c(F0)=K0 follows from Lemma 4:3(2).
Induction hypothesis: Assume c(Fm)=Km.
Induction step: In order to prove c(Fm+1)=Km+1, we /rst remark that Km+1⊆ c(Fm+1).
Hence it remains to show that c(Fm+1)⊆Km+1.
So let L0 be an arbitrary element of c(Fm+1), i.e., L0 = c(Lf) for some Lf ∈Fm+1.
Thus there exists a fuzzy (c(Fm);FINf)-iteration grammar (G;M) with G=(V; ; U; S)
such that L(G;M) ◦=Lf. By the induction hypothesis, (G;M) is a fuzzy (Km;FINf)-
iteration grammar. Next, we will construct an equivalent (Km;FIN)-iteration grammar
(G′; M) by G′=(V; ; U ′; S), U ′= {1′ | 1∈U} and for each ( in V and each 1 in U ,
we de/ne 1′(()= c(1(()).
Since L is linearly ordered, the max-operation applies and as a6max{a; b}=
max{b; a} for all a; b∈L, we have that the crisp language L(G′; M) equals c(Lf).
Consequently, we have L0 ∈H (Km;FIN) or, equivalently, L0 ∈Km+1, which completes
the induction.
Now the statement follows from Theorems 7.7(3) and 7.10.
Finally, we are ready for the main result.
Theorem 7.12. Let L be an arbitrary type-10 lattice and consider the following fam-
ilies of L-fuzzy languages: F0 =REGf and Fm+1 =Hf(c(Fm);FINf) for m¿0. Let Cm
be the class of all full c(Fm)-hyper-AFFLs. Then for each m¿1,
(1) the class Cm is a proper superset of Cm+1: Cm⊃Cm+1,
(2) the class Cm contains an in9nite hierarchy of full c(Fm)-AFFLs; i.e.; a countably
in9nite chain of families of fuzzy language Fm;n (n¿1) such that
(i) each Fm;n is a full c(Fm)-AFFL; and
(ii) for each n¿1; Fm; n is properly included in the next one: Fm;n⊂Fm;n+1.
Proof. (1) The statement follows from Corollary 7.11 and Theorems 7.9 (with K =
FINf) and 7:8(4).
(2) For /xed m (m¿1), we de/ne {Fm;n}n¿1 by Fm;n=Fm+n for each n¿1. By
Corollary 7.11 and Theorem 7.9 this is an in/nite hierarchy of full c(Fm)-hyper-AFFLs.
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8. Concluding remarks
In Sections 4 and 5 we showed that some basic results for crisp language families
(like prequasoid and full AFL) can be generalized to their fuzzy analogues (fuzzy pre-
quasoid and full AFFL, respectively), provided the operations on fuzzy languages have
been de/ned appropriately (Section 3). Then in Section 6 we surveyed some results on
full substitution-closed AFFLs, full super-AFFLs and full hyper-AFFLs from [5, 6, 8].
In Section 7 we extended this /nite chain of algebraic structures to a countably in/nite
sequence of full AFFL-structures, each of which possesses properties (Theorem 7.8)
similar to those of the members of the initial, /nite sequence (Theorems 6.8, 6.10
and 6.11). And each new class of full AFFL-structures in this sequence is nontrivial
in the sense that it contains a countably in/nite hierarchy (Theorem 7.12).
Note that this latter conclusion has only been proved for fuzzy languages of which
the codomain L of the membership function is linearly ordered (a type-10 lattice;
Section 2). Whether this result can be generalized to arbitrary type-00 lattices is an open
question, but its answer is probably negative. The approach in Section 7, i.e., deriving
Corollary 7.11 from Theorem 7.10, will not work as we will show. More precisely:
if L is a type-01 lattice, Kf is a family of L-fuzzy languages and K is its crisp
counterpart, then, apart from a few trivial exceptions (viz. Kf equals FINf or ALPHAf;
cf. Lemma 4:3), in general K seems to be a proper subset of c(Kf):K ⊂ c(Kf); cf.
Example 6.4(2) for the case K =CF.
Proper inclusions of this kind prevent us to apply an argument as in the proof of
Corollary 7.11 in case L is a type-00 lattice that is not linearly ordered.
Note that the question whether c(REGf)=REG in case L is a type-00 lattice, is
still open; cf. Lemma 4:3(2).
A “crisp version” of Theorem 7.12 has been established in [7]: in that case the
smallest elements (Theorem 7.8(4)) are subfamilies of the family of context-sensitive
languages CS; see [7] for details.
Another topic for further investigation is the limit family of fuzzy languages F!,
de/ned by F!=
⋃
n¿0 Fn (cf. Theorem 7.12). As its crisp counterpart K!=
⋃
n¿0 Kn
(Theorem 7.10), it possesses closure properties, even stronger than those of full c(Fn)-
hyper-AFFL, viz. F!=Hf(c(F!); F!). With respect to K! we know that K!⊂CS
[7, 11, 12], but where the position of F! is in the extended “fuzzi/ed” Chomsky hier-
archy, is still open.
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